On the structure and chemistry of iron oxide cores in human heart and human spleen ferritins using graphene liquid cell electron microscopy.
Ferritin is a protein that regulates the iron ions in humans by storing them in the form of iron oxides. Despite extensive efforts to understand the ferritin iron oxide structures, it is still not clear how ferritin proteins with a distinct light (L) and heavy (H) chain subunit ratio impact the biomineralization process. In situ graphene liquid cell-transmission electron microscopy (GLC-TEM) provides an indispensable platform to study the atomic structure of ferritin mineral cores in their native liquid environment. In this study, we report differences in the iron oxide formation in human spleen ferritins (HSFs) and human heart ferritins (HHFs) using in situ GLC-TEM. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) along with selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of the mineral core and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analyses enabled the visualization of morphologies, crystal structures and the chemistry of iron oxide cores in HSFs and HHFs. Our study revealed the presence of metastable ferrihydrite (5Fe2O3·9H2O) as a dominant phase in hydrated HSFs and HHFs, while a stable hematite (α-Fe2O3) phase predominated in non-hydrated HSFs and HHFs. In addition, a higher Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio was found in HHFs in comparison with HSFs. This study provides new understanding on iron-oxide phases that exist in hydrated ferritin proteins from different human organs. Such new insights are needed to map ferritin biomineralization pathways and possible correlations with various iron-related disorders in humans.